
 
Example POTW #0 
 
Question:  Raul needs to be at the bus stop by 7:30 AM to catch a ride to school.  It 
takes him 15 minutes to get dressed, 20 minutes to eat breakfast, 10 minutes to walk 
his dog, and 5 minutes to walk to the bus stop.  What time should he get up to make 
sure he does not miss the bus? 
Raul’s mother insists that he gets 9 hours of sleep on school nights.  What time 
should he go to sleep? 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

A) Understand the Problem:   
I need to determine when Raul needs to get up and go to bed.  He has a certain 
number of tasks that take him a period of time to do, and his mom wants him to get 9 
hrs. of sleep. 
 
B) Pick a Plan/Strategy: 
I think I will use a table to see when Raul needs to get up and go to bed. 
 
C) Solve the Problem: 

TIME TASK 
730 AM Arrive at bus stop 
725 AM  Leave for bus stop 
715 AM Walk the dog 
655 AM Eat breakfast 
640 AM get dressed 
940 PM go to bed 
 

D) ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
Raul needs to start his tasks by 6:40 am.  This means he should get up a little earlier 
than 6:40 am.  To get 9 hours of sleep, he would need to be asleep by at least 9:40 
pm. 

 
E) CHECKING WORK 
I waited a day and rechecked my work.  So did my parents.  These times seem like 
normal wake-up and bedtimes for kids our age.   

 
F) REFLECTION 
I loved this POTW and Mr. Bezaire is the best teacher ever, with the possible 
exception of Ms. Wolfgang.  I asked an older sibling for some help to get started, and 
I had my parents read my final answer to help me check my work.   

 
 


